Abstract-In this work, we present a statistical model to generate relevant reanalysis of geophysical parameters. In particular, we use a stochastic equation to control the temporal and spatial variability of the signal and we take into account the possible error of the observations. We resolve the system iteratively using an ensemble Kalman filter and smoother. We apply the methodology to remote sensing data of Sea Surface Temperature (SST). We use high resolution SST maps provided by an infrared sensor, sensible to the presence of cloud. Comparing the results with the reference SST reanalysis, we demonstrate the capability of our approach to interpolate missing data and keep into account the spatial and temporal consistency of the SST signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) is a key geophysical parameter for constraining the exchange of energy and moisture between the ocean and the atmosphere (see e.g. [1] and references therein). SST is also a good tracer of the ocean surface dynamics and can be very useful for the surface current retrievals (cf. [2] ). Satellite infrared sensors provide high resolution images of SST in the global ocean. However, infrared measurements are contaminated by the presence of clouds and the results are large gaps in the SST maps. The main goal of this paper is to interpolate these data.
The classical approach to interpolate SST data is to use the optimal interpolation algorithm with large spatial correlation lengths and without specifying clearly the temporal dependency of the SST signal (see e.g. [3] ). In this paper, we use previous results for the characterization of the SST variability from remote sensing data, taking into account (i) the irregular temporal sampling due to clouds and the temporal correlation lengths (cf. [4] ) and (ii) the anisotropic spatial variability due to surface currents (cf. [5] ). Then, we assimilate high resolution infrared SST data with these statistically-learned spatial and temporal dynamics using an ensemble Kalman filter and smoother.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the remote sensing data. Section III describes our spatio-temporal interpolation method. In Section IV, the application to satellite observations is evaluated. We further discuss and summarize the key results of our investigations in Section V.
II. DATA
As high spatial resolution infrared observations (0.05
• ), we use SST data provided by the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) onboard the METOP satellite (cf. [6] ). We use night-time measurements to avoid the diurnal cycle and good-quality pixel data corresponding to best proximity confidence levels (flags 4 and 5). The resulting METOP-AVHRR SST fields are clearly non-stationary with important seasonal components. The non-stationary components have complex features and we could not find any appropriate parametric model to describe them.
To remove these components, we used the daily 0.25
• resolution Optimal Interpolation Version 2 (OIV2) analysis provided by the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). This analysis is derived from different satellite sources independent of METOP-AVHRR data (cf. [7] ). We assume that they provide a good estimate of the low-variations of the SST conditions. In this paper, we interpolate the SST anomaly given by the difference between the METOP-AVHRR and the corresponding OIV2 fields.
To compare and validate our spatio-temporal interpolation, we use a 0.05
• SST product provided by Met Office and the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis system (OSTIA, cf. [3] ). This OSTIA product corresponds to the long term reanalysis created for the European Space Agency (ESA) SST Climate Change Initiative (CCI) project. It is considered as the high resolution complete fields SST reference.
Hereafter, we consider the Malvinas and Brazilian currents, off the Argentinian coasts, during the year 2008. This place is interesting to test our methodology due to strong surface currents and resulting strong SST variability.
III. MODEL
As described in [4] , we use a discrete time version of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to model the temporal evolution of the state noted as x and corresponding to the true SST anomaly. Here, we additionally take into account the neighborhood introducing an anisotropic and exponential spatial covariance Σ in the formulation. The state equation is finally given by
with M = exp (−λ(t k − t k−1 )) and η(t k ) a Gaussian white noise with covariance Q = Σ − M ΣM . Using this formulation, supposing that the temporal lag is negligible, the autocorrelation matrix M will be close to identity and error covariance Q will be the null matrix. At the contrary, when temporal lag is significant (e.g. several days without data), all the variability is spatial and contained in Σ. Therefore, the proposed model mainly uses the temporal variability and secondarily uses the neighborhood. In Eq. (1), the statistical parameters λ (related to the autoregressive process) and Σ (characterizing the spatial anisotropy) are different for each location and were estimated on the same remote sensing data respectively in [4] and [5] .
Then, we relate the state to the observations y, corresponding to SST anomalies between METOP-AVHRR and OIV2 as presented in Section II, by
where H is a matrix operator (0 for unavailable data, 1 for presence), (t k ) is a Gaussian white noise and R is the SST variance provided by the satellite sensor.
To assimilate the METOP-AVHRR observations in Eq. (2) with the statistically learned spatio-temporal model given in Eq. (1), we use a Monte Carlo version of the classical Kalman filter (cf. [8] ) and smoother (cf. [9] ). It is widely used in geophysical studies and especially to high dimensional problems (as here, due to the high number of pixels, 400×400) or nonlinear state/observation equations (see [10] for more details). The results is a complete sequence of reanalyzed 0.05
• SST fields in the Malvinas region over the year 2008.
IV. RESULTS
In this Section, we compare our spatio-temporal interpolation results to the reference SST reanalysis provided by the OSTIA system and presented in Section II. In Fig. 1 , we plot a snapshot of the SST image sequence with their corresponding gradients. The results indicate that we are able to track the fine oceanic structures like fronts or eddies such as the one identified in our interpolation at the bottom right of the image. At this date, even if it is not visible by the METOP-AVHRR sensor due to the presence of clouds, our reanalysis is able to reveal the eddy due to its presence in past and future satellite images. This is due to the large temporal autocorrelation of the SST signal in this region. It is well taken into account in the spatio-temporal dynamical equation in Eq. (1) whereas the OSTIA system is mainly using the spatial information in its multi-scale optimal interpolation (see [3] for more details).
Then, in Fig. 2(a) , we show that our spatio-temporal interpolation is more consistent with the METOP-AVHRR observations than the OSTIA product in terms of gradient distribution. Indeed, the raw METOP-AVHRR observations and our spatio-temporal interpolation have a mode of the gradient norm close to 0.02 K/km whereas the one for OSTIA is reduced by half. We also compare in Fig. 2(b) the spectral slopes of the two reanalysis. For each of them, there is no energy between 5 and 25 km. This is due to the spatial correlation length defined in the OSTIA system and the Σ covariance matrix in Eq. (1). Then, for spatial scales between 25 and 100 km, the spectral slope and the energy of our spatiotemporal analysis are consistent with those of the METOP-AVHRR observations.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we use high resolution data (0.05
• ) provided by the infrared METOP-AVHRR sensor to generate realistic time series of SST maps in the Malvinas in a complete year. We use a sequential filtering and smoothing method mixing two main information: (i) a spatio-temporal dynamical equation preliminarily fitted in previous works and (ii) a classical observation equation to take into account the quality of the remote sensing data. The results of the interpolation indicate a general continuity in space and time, allowing the tracking of submesoscale structures in the ocean. This is mainly due to the temporal consistency of the SST signal (certainly more important than the spatial one). We also compare our spatiotemporal results to the reference given by the OSTIA system. We show that our analysis is more consistent to the METOP-AVHRR data in terms of spectral slopes and norm of the SST gradients. All indicates that our algorithm can be used as an alternative to the classical optimal interpolation such as the one used in the OSTIA system. Additionally, on the basis of the results, something is questionable: is it necessary to mix the information of several data sources (in situ, microwave and infrared sensors) with possible biases whereas using only one satellite sensor seems sufficient?
